
And Now From The NFL

	
 As the issues surrounding an abruptly legislated educational “accountability”  bombarded 
the media, heated debates generated ongoing sparks.  Passionate arguments and fiery squabbles 
ensued, soliciting supplemental opinions.  Added to the school reform fray, an especially useful 
rejoinder was proffered up by a well-known and widely recognized man – a man who had 
amassed a personal fortune while employed by the National Football League.  As a famous 
person; as a career-committed and overwhelmingly well-paid athlete; as a man who lived, as he 
so obviously did, in the exact same realm as low-income public school teachers: 
	
 This man’s thoughts on educational accountability?
	
 Were undeniably useful. 

Because, well; oh, my.  
Since professional football players and low-income school teachers – ah, well, hell, 

anyone could see that (gosh, so eerily) they held exactly identical jobs and thus harbored 
precisely comparable goals.  Oh, undoubtedly, this exceedingly famous man knew all that 
anyone might need to know about a low-income educator motivation.  Published as hard-hitting 
support for the mushrooming club of school choice, this celebrated man’s opinion was that –  
well, exactly like professional athletes working for the National Football League?

Low-income school teachers must be held both rigidly and statistically accountable.  
Because.

Well, good golly, now.  Just think about it.  
If you didn’t hold highly-paid and nationally recruited football players data-proven 

accountable for their performance?
Imagine what would happen to the NFL!
And so, being, as they obviously were, in the exact same professional boat as members of 

the NFL, low-income public school teachers – ah, well, surely there could be no doubt about it.  
These low-performing and undeniably lazy employees?

Absolutely depended upon the merciless whip of a numerical liability.  
Forget due process.  Forget painstakingly brokered group protections.  (Although; well, 

was it possible that participants in the NFL had ever benefited from group-protective safeguards 
negotiated by a powerful we-will-strike organization known as the NFL Players Association): 
Teachers should know that they would be summarily no-due-process/no-protections-necessary 
fired if they refused a production of those nationally requisite scores.  

Because?  
Well, c’mon now.  
Since all teachers, most especially those employed inside lowest-income and most 

complicatedly diverse schools – well, precisely and exactly like the highly discriminating world 
of professional football, clearly teachers like these only ever worked directly with small, 
attendance-reliable teams of exceptionally motivated adults.  And since, in an exact replica of 
famously recognized football players, low-income school teachers only ever took up their careers 
dependent upon the fact that after putting in sixty-plus-hour work weeks year after year, surely 
they could count upon receiving back not only phenomenal sums of money?*

But an obsessive public support and adoration.
I mean, no, really.  
Can you imagine?



Can you conceive of workers who, demonstrating an unthinkable madness, might choose 
to work not with small groups of high-performing and protectively selected adult teammates, but, 
inconceivably, with large, frustratingly handicapped and randomly collected squads of poor-
attendance, limited-skills, behavior-dissimilar children?  Kids who had, perhaps, special needs; 
kids who were, sometimes, homeless and transient; kids who lived, occasionally, with a minimal 
to nonexistent parental support.  Kids who, exhibiting the audacity of being shockingly 
inconsiderate teammates?

Sometimes couldn’t afford to pay for clothing, school supplies, medication or even a daily 
nutrition.† 

Imagine; people who would intentionally choose this kind of work.   
People who, year after year, would willingly take on the complications attached to this 

kind of an underperforming, malnourished and gallingly noncompetitive team.  People who, in 
fact, already knew, were already fully aware, that – when all of the razzle-dazzle theories behind 
a statistical reform were swept aside?  Due to the instability connected to endlessly shifting 
variables; due to the dozens of debilitating, true-life-handicapping complications: 	


They would never, ever, get anywhere near magical results.  
People who knew that they would never get rich
People who knew that they would never be publicly adored.
People who, even while knowing all of this? 
Still elected to stick around and take on this scandalously noncompetitive work because 

they were called to it; because they liked it.  People who, even as they were so abusively and 
endlessly flogged by a disinterested, privileged-class bad teacher legislation and big-name pro-
school-reform-spewing personalities?
	
 Persistently stayed in the game because it was the right thing to do.

Ah, nah.  
How silly.  
Yes, yes, I know: 
A truly preposterous supposition.

*Contrary to the oft-parroted complaint that our nation’s self-indulgent public employees retire on lavishly protected 
pensions, in more than a few states the average public school pension comes in at, or well below, $22,000 a year.  
(And as, in the name of “caring about the kids,” a traditional public educator tenure is now being systematically 
eliminated across the nation, the number of citizens living precariously on the very edge of poverty has been rising 
in an exact equal measure.)

†Additionally: While the amount of money spent upon educational testing has been increasing annually, the number 
of students who are homeless and/or unpredictably fed has been expanding incrementally, right there alongside.


